
Single-band si5351 Digital VFO 

Features: 

 Single band VFO: Any band from 1 – 160MHz  

 Rotary encoder tuning 

 Selectable tuning steps: 5Hz, 50Hz, 100Hz, 1kHz and 10kHz 

 Simultaneous VFO and BFO/CIO oscillator outputs (Currently set for 8867kHz IF) 

 2x16 alphanumeric LCD 

 LCD display of VFO status: VFO frequencies (to 1Hz), tuning step size 

 S-meter/RF power display: 0-3.3V DC input is displayed as 50 pixel wide bargraph 

 Two outputs: VFO  and BFO (reference oscillator) 

 Atmel ATtiny85 processor using the internal 8MHz clock  

 Low current – Less than 30mA at 3.3V (with LCD backlighting) 

 Start-up frequency, IF offset, +IF, -IF, IF=0, BFO frequency, Calibration of crystal could be 
programmed via built-in Settings menu.  

 

Operation details.  
The LCD consists of two active stings. On the top sting shown the 

active frequency in Hertz. On the bottom string there is S-meter 

bargraph and current step for tuning. The step could be changed via 

Encoder button. Potentiometer R1 – control the level of S-meter.  
 

Settings Menu 

In Settings menu there are constant values that used for operation. To enter the menu do the 

following steps:  

1) Power OFF the device 

2) Push the encoder button 

3) Power ON the device and hold the encoder button for 1-2 sec.  

 

The, the following settings are available to set up:  

- Start-up Frequency (“Start Frequency”). Default is 3.6 MHz 

- Set the IF Offset (“IF Frequency”). Default value is «0».  

- Calibration of crystal 25Mhz.  (“Crystal”). Use the frequency 

counter any calibrated Receiver to calibrate the device up to Hz. 

Default value is 25 003 528.   

- Set the BFO Frequency – reference oscillator (“BFO 

Frequency”). Default value is «0». Output J4 is automatically 

disables if value =0. If >0, then output J4 is active and can 

generate the noise (if not used) to the main output.  

- Set up the “Add” or “Subtract: IF (“Frequency + IF” или 

“Frequency – IF”).  

 

To SAVE new values – lock the jumper J2 “Service” (or put the 

shorting link for few seconds). If value saved successfully, the system shown the next parameter for 

setting up.  

 

Inputs and Outputs 

- J1: Input for S-meter (0..3,3V) 

- J2: Service button (for apply changes in Settings menu) 

- J3: Output of main oscillator (active frequency)   

- J4: BFO output (reference oscillator) (if value = 0, then the output is disabled)  

- PH0, PH1, SW2 – Encoder PINs (“Right”, “Left”, “Button”).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 


